Technical parameters of high speed lines as the determinant for selection of rolling stock
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Abstract. Choosing a high-speed rail vehicle depends on many factors. On the one hand, there are requirements for ensuring the quality of service for passengers, on the other hand, there are constraints resulting from the parameters of available infrastructure. Also a relation of the benefit and financial costs associated with the purchase and the operation of rolling stock is essential. Technical characteristics of vehicles selected for operating a particular system is a compromise between the three groups of requirements. In this article technical parameters of railway infrastructure and rolling stock are classified and then analysed from the TSI requirements point of view.

1 Introduction

Designing high-speed rail systems requires selection of technical parameters of new or planned for modernization of railway lines. Decisions on investing in railway infrastructure are determined by economic and social needs. These needs can be divided into two groups:

- getting the required travel time between specific regions;
- ensuring adequate transport capacity of a given line in scope of passenger and goods transport.

Technical parameters of high-speed lines result from many conditions: operational requirements, design assumptions as well as access to design solutions and technologies.

Train operation is associated with limitations resulting from the adoption of specific technical parameters for them. Rolling stock parameters are thus determined at the stage of line design.

Although in Europe both railway infrastructure managers and train operating companies are de facto independent entities, choosing new lines technical parameters should take into account the synergy effect. Therefore, the question arises how to make optimal decisions on both infrastructure and rolling stock investments from the operational and economic point of view.

2 Travel time role

In high-speed rail systems design the possibility of obtaining the shortest travel times is of particular importance.

The travel time assumed in the construction or modernization project results from forecasting assumptions for future transport. From the traveler's point of view, it is not important to know how fast he will travel, but at what time he will reach his destination. The volume of interurban travel is strongly dependent on travel time between certain cities or regions.

The influence of the journey time on the performance of passenger transport expressed both in number passengers and passenger-kilometres is much greater than ticket prices. In consequence in spite of higher ticket prices in high speed trains, the demand for transports is increasing along with shortening the journey time (Fig. 1).

It is leading railways to the improvement in the competitiveness on the transport market, contributing from fulfilling purposes of the European transport politics and the strategy of the sustainable development of the transport [1]. It is also important factor of the improvement in the competitiveness of states and regions of the European Union [5].

Fig. 1. Impact on the travel time and ticket price on demand in passenger transport. [2]
The optimal value of the travel time adoption results in the required technical parameters for a given line and, above all, the maximum speed that can be attained on it. It is obvious that the journey time should be the shortest. The choice of its value is a compromise between the forecasted effects and the costs incurred for the construction of the line.

Factors determining the travel time choice are as follows:

- Ensuring high transport accessibility of concerned regions, including travel time to the railway station. It is therefore a socio-economic factor and it may result from the internal state policy regarding the resources consolidation by obtaining synergy effects and ensuring the harmonious development of regions. In external policy, this objective may be used to strengthen the international position of a country linked to other countries by effective economic ties in which transport plays a key role.

- Provision of large passengers flows who decide to use rail transport as long as it is attractive in terms of speed and travel time. It is important not only to ensure high competitiveness of the railways in relation to other means of transport but also to generate new demand that would not have been created without a radical shortening of travel time in comparison to the one before the new line construction [6].

The longer is the travel time, the lower is the willingness of people to travel. Shortening the travel time increases the number of passengers. From the passenger’s point of view, it is possible to separate certain time intervals determining his willingness to travel. It is assumed in transport forecasts that if travel times are no higher than 90 minutes, the railway shares in the transport market are very high and even exceeding 90%. Shares decrease gradually until they drop significantly after exceeding 3 hours. Air transport is an important competitor in this period of time [7].

### Table 1. Travel time and socio-economic effects and railway competitiveness [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Travel time</th>
<th>Socio-economic effects</th>
<th>Passengers flows</th>
<th>Railway competitiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to 1.5 hour</td>
<td>An inter-agglomeration job and services market is created generating economic growth</td>
<td>Relatively high and even passenger flows during the whole day – possible home travel on different day time.</td>
<td>Very high railway competitiveness, in some relations unrivaled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 – about 3 hours</td>
<td>Active, multilateral economic connections are created</td>
<td>Possible one-day-trip travel particularly important for business.</td>
<td>High railway competitiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 3 hours</td>
<td>Depending on economic and social relations, friendly conditions for strengthening socio-economic links are created</td>
<td>With the time above 3 hours, the possibility of generated demand drops</td>
<td>The competitiveness of railways is decreasing after exceeding 3 hours to very small market shares</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The possibility of reducing unit passenger transport costs calculated per passenger-kilometer. It is the lower as the shorter is the travel time, which is related to better use of production means, i.e. rolling stock and personnel. The only cost element that is increasing with the train speed is the electricity cost. The acceptability of higher energy costs results from compensating them by shortening the travel time, which is also an economic category and has a certain value for the traveler who is able to incur additional travel expenses for a certain service quality level.

### 3 Railway lines categories

Classification of essential parameters for infrastructure and railway lines categorization is the subject of the EU TSI Infrastructure and other TSIs related to the design of railway lines:

- power supply (TSI ENE),
- safety in tunnels (SRT TSI),
- facilities for people with reduced mobility (PRS TSI),
- rail traffic control (CCS TSI) [4].

The TSI Infrastructure specification introduces the both passenger and freight traffic lines classification. Lines with mixed traffic are described by two categories - for freight and passenger traffic.

In terms of requirements for travel time, the railway line maximum speed is a crucial parameter for achieving the goal. This especially applies to long-distance traffic.

The railway line capacity depends on the load and length of the trains. The three most important parameters that characterize them are the gauge, the permissible axle load and the station tracks length, or in the case of passenger transport - the length of the platforms.

The generally accepted criterion for railway lines classification as a high-speed is the possibility of its operation at a speed of at least 250 km/h. EU legislation has introduced a category of lines with a speed of less than 250 km/h for high-speed supplementary lines i.e. feeders or modernized lines, for which reaching a speed of at least 250 km/h due to various objective factors was not possible. The basic parameters for these two lines categories are shown in Table 1.
4 Travel time and maximum speed

From the point of view of railway infrastructure the shorter travel times is as the higher maximum speed is. Her choice is determined by several factors, the most important of which are:

- expected journey time;
- terrain conditions;
- line construction cost;
- technical solutions availability.

The line maximum speed is strongly determined by topographical conditions. High maximum speed requires increasing the railway track curves radius. It is not difficult to implement in a flat and thin area. For such conditions, differences between costs of the 160 to 350 km/h line are small. In difficult topographic conditions, high maximum speed requires increasing the railway track curves radius. It is not possible to achieve the shortest transit time are as the higher maximum speed is.

The number of stops at intermediate stations and the time needed for departures from railway junctions, usually at a lower speed.

5 Rolling stock parameters

Selected rolling stock should allow maximum use of line parameters both in terms of ensuring the shortest travel time and capacity. Given in table 4 travel times are possible to get under theoretical conditions when the train goes at the line maximum speed and its acceleration and braking are equal to zero.

The essential rolling stock parameters that help to achieve the shortest transit time are as follows:

1. Maximum speed

   Usually chosen to make use of the highest maximum speed sections. Currently, on the European market there are available vehicles with maximum speed from 320 to 350 km/h but up to 400 km/h speed is also possible.

2. Acceleration and deceleration

   The ratio of commercial speed to the maximum speed, usually at a lower speed.
These are parameters that are important when the distances between stations are small equal to several dozen kilometres. High acceleration and deceleration values are achievable with a large number of drive axles at the vehicle construction stage. However, this requires higher power supply efficiency.

3. Passenger flows
In order to ensure the shortest possible train stop time at the station, the interior layout and vehicle doors (their width and number) should allow passengers moving quickly and getting in and out.

4. Power supply
High-speed lines of maximum speeds above 200 - 250 km/h/are electrified with 25 kV, less often 15 kV AC. AC systems are cheaper to build and are characterized by lower operating costs, primarily due to higher efficiency and lower energy losses on energy transmission. In addition, only they are capable of delivering high power to the vehicle, which at the highest speeds and long train sets reach values up to 20 MW.

Rolling stock capacity is defined by passenger seats number in vehicle and depends on the following parameters:

1. Train length  
Due to the infrastructure characteristic his parameter should not exceed 400 m. For P2 lines and lower platform lengths, it may be even smaller. For this reason, the standard length of the high-speed train is 200 m. If the technical conditions allow it, trains can be combined in multiple traction.

2. Vehicle gauge  
Larger wagon dimensions allow you to fit more seats in one row. In European conditions, due to historical requirements, it is not possible to use rolling stock with a gauge larger than that included in the GC infrastructure gauge.

3. Axle load  
Increasing the capacity of trains is also possible through the use of double-deck structures. However, this causes an increase in the weight of the train and thus an increase in the weight per axle. Small axle loads are required due to the reduction of the dynamic impact of the vehicle on the track. The higher is the maximum speed, the lower the permissible axle loads. The trains with highest maximum speeds have axle loads of 17 tonnes and in the P2 category up to 20 tonnes per axle. This excludes the possibility of using locomotives for trains of a maximum speed above 200 km/h.

6 Summary
Operational requirements for high-speed rail systems determine the selection of technical parameters of railway lines and rolling stock for its service. In case of new line design, the correlation of these parameters can be made at the stage of feasibility studies. When designing railway line, forecasted future new technologies development should also be taken into account. Development trends in the rolling stock construction should be considering while choosing the maximum speed of the railway line. In general, it should be as high as possible. Current technologies allow the track, power supply and traffic safety systems construction adapted for the speed up to 400 km/h. For technical and cost reasons in difficult mountain conditions the line maximum speed can be limited to 250 km/h.

Even if currently maximum European rolling stock speed vary between 250 and 320 km/h it should be taken into account that intensive work on new vehicle designs capable of reaching speeds of up to 400 km/h is underway. In 2017, units with 350 km/h maximum speed were put into operation in China and, ultimately, the construction of them enables running up to 400 km/h.

The choice of the maximum speed should also take into account the effects that can be obtained along with shortening the travel time, i.e. increasing the number of passengers and reducing unit costs for train operating companies, calculated per passenger kilometre.

Analysing European experiences, i.e. average distances between stations, it can be concluded that the optimal maximum velocity values are in the range of 300 - 350 km/h.

In case of choosing rolling stock for existing lines there are restrictions related to infrastructure parameters. In order to get better travel time for a defined maximum speed it is possible to choose rolling stock of higher acceleration value. In case of the necessity to improve train capacity infrastructural constraints are a bigger barrier, e.g. in terms of platforms length, which can be bypassed by the use of a double-deck rolling stock.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation requirements</th>
<th>Line parameters</th>
<th>Rolling stock parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short travel time</td>
<td>Maximum speed</td>
<td>Maximum speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Passenger flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td>Power drawn by the train</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficiently high transport capacity</td>
<td>Platform length</td>
<td>Train length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structure gauge</td>
<td>Rolling stock length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Axle load</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 5. Relation between infrastructure and high-speed rolling stock requirements. |
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